The emtrion GmbH from Karlsruhe has been supporting customers for more than 20 years as a system integrator for embedded complete solutions at all levels of the development pro-

The Internet of Things is increasingly pervading industrial and

cess. The product spectrum ranges from hardware and soft-

personal applications, including, for example, smart meters and

ware design over application development and housing

smart grids, industrial and process automation, Car-to-Car and

construction to series production and assembly, Made in Ger-

Car-to-X communication, home and building automation, tel-

many. Solutions for the Internet of Things (IOT), virtualization on

ehealth and telecare applications. Wired and wireless networks

multicore CPUs, security and safety are just as much a part of

of embedded systems, as well as their interconnection in “cyber-

the offering as are customer-specific solutions and industrial

physical systems” (CPS) are playing an increasingly important

real-time communication.

role in this context. As more and more systems perform functionally critical tasks autonomously, their reliability and security

For more information please visit https://www.emtrion.com/

are also continuing to gain in importance. Consequently, data
security and privacy aspects need to be addressed.
The Institute of Reliable Embedded Systems and Communication Electronics (ivESK) at Hochschule Offenburg was formed to
focus on these issues. We are especially active in the following
areas:

 Conception, implementation, testing and verification of effiLauterbach is the leading manufacturer of complete, modular

and

upgradeable

microprocessor

development

tools

worldwide with experience in the field of embedded designs
since 1979. It is an international, well-established company
with blue chip customers in every corner of the globe and has
a close working relationship with all semiconductor manufacturers. At the headquarters in Höhenkirchen, near Munich, the
engineering team develops and produces highly proficient and
specialized Development Tools, which are utilized all over the
world under the brand TRACE32®. Our branch offices exist in
the United Kingdom, Italy, France, Tunisia, on the east and
west coasts of the United States, Japan and China. Highly quali-

cient and modular, wired and wireless communications pro-

tocols using embedded systems

 Conception and implementation of integrated security architectures for communications solutions using embedded systems

 Conception and implementation of efficient and secure, embedded computing platforms

 End-to-end security solutions between resource-restricted
devices and powerful components, and connection to a
cloud ecosystem

fied sales and support engineers are also available in many
other countries.
For more information please visit http://www.lauterbach.com/

For more Information please visit https://ivesk.hs-offenburg.de/
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The project Vamoss uses an Emtrion emCON-RZ/G1H as embedded
multi-core platform utilizing up to 8 cores in parallel. Combined with
the Jailhouse Hypervisor from Siemens this allows to run several applications with different requirements in so called cells, i.e. in specific
parts of the platform. Available peripherals can be split among cells.

The main goal of virtualization is the execution and testing of

Virtualization
real embedded target code before running it on real hardware.

Cells can communicate via an Inter-Cell-Communication mechanism.
Since debugging such systems can be a complex task, a Jailhouse Awareness software module
was developed and integrated into the TRACE32 Debugging Environment from Lauterbach

GmbH. This awareness gives the possibility to
 debug the virtualized multi-core system in both Asymmetric Multi-Processing (AMP) and
Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) modes
 show detailed configuration states of the active cells
 display and trace the Inter-Cell-Communication
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"containers," "jails," "cells," or "zones."
A wireless network emulator allows the dynamical variation of a
real network parameters to test a real embedded firmware on a
Vamoss
Project
real embedded
target using real radio. At ivESK this is realized
using the so-called APTB (Automated Physical Testbed). A comThe goal of the project Vamoss is to combine the two technolobination of different RF elements and waveguides allows dynagies of virtualization and analysis tools (debugging) with the
mic creation of various wireless network topologies such as
completely new challenge of being able to debug and trace virmesh or chain. Furthermore the radio channel can be manipulatualized systems in detail so that real-time coupled applications
ted, e.g. to add attenuations, cut path or to introduce interfecan be supported as. So far there are no technical solutions for
rence. This allows to generate reproducible test cases in a well
these requirements. This applies in particular to those embedisolated environment.
ded architectures in which cross-development must additionally
A TTCN-3 (Testing and Test Control Notation) based framework
be operated, in which the development computer and the platis used to create and to maintain test cases in a well defined
form to be developed are separated.
way.
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